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President Hoekstra announced on Jan. 30
that Rev. John Lee of Bethel Church in Sioux
Center will serve as commencement speaker
for the graduating class of 2014.
“I was surprised, but perhaps the better
description is that I am humbled,” Lee said.
The graduating students submitted names
of people to be considered for speaker at the
ceremony, and the options were narrowed
down to two names. The Co-curricular
Committee made the final decision to send
out the invitation to Lee.
“The Dordt community is full of articulate
men and women who love God, have a vision
for His kingdom, and who care deeply for
Dordt’s students,” Lee said. “It is an honor to
be included with that number and to speak
to the seniors on behalf of that community.”
Lee has been involved on Dordt’s campus
with students and faculty ever since he was
a missionary in Nicaragua and coordinated
AMOR trips from 2002-2004.
“Since becoming a pastor in Sioux

Center, that engagement has deepened,” Lee
said. “My wife and I enjoy interacting with
students, staff, and faculty who attend Bethel
CRC, including having students over to the
parsonage for a meal or games.”
Lee is also involved by being a member
of the Dordt College Board of Trustees,
including the Executive Committee, chair
of the Academic Affairs Committee, and as
the Board representative on the Strategic
Planning Task Force.
Lee has spoken at GIFT and in weekly
chapels. He attends a wide variety of Dordt’s
events including senior recitals, sporting
events and the First Monday Speaker Series.
“Seniors stand on the horizon line of a
new adventure, facing a lot of unknowns,”
Lee said. “On their last day as a student, I’m
privileged to remind them that they will not
make that journey alone.”
The Dordt community looks forward to
hearing Lee speak at graduation.
“Over my past four years at Dordt, I have
been extremely blessed to call John my pastor,
mentor, teammate and friend,” senior Kristen

John Lee serves as pastor of Bethel CRC in
Sioux Center.
Submitted Photo

Scholten said. “Throughout the years, I have
learned of his heart for third world missions
and I have been motivated to use my time,
talents, and treasures for helping the poor
at home and far away. I’m excited to hear his
message to us before we take our steps into
‘the real world.’”
“We are honored to have Pastor Lee, who
is a member of the Dordt College Board of
Trustees and beloved pastor of many students,
serve in this capacity to encourage us all and
send our graduates forth,” President Hoekstra
said in his email to the campus community.
The commencement ceremony for the
graduating class of 2014 will be held May 9 in
the BJ Haan Auditorium at 10 a.m.

Huitsing’s hockey career
comes to a close
Sam Ekstrom - Staff Writer

Imagine growing up playing pond hockey
in your backyard, passing the puck around
with your older brother and pretending you
were playing on the same team.
Then imagine getting to live that out for
real at the college level.
Eric Huitsing came to Dordt from
Edmonton, Alberta. Not only did he get to
team up with his brother, Gary, he got to
compete for his father’s alma mater.
“I remember hearing stories from back
when he was on the team,” said Huitsing,
now a senior. “That was kind of the reason I
wanted to play here.”
All sentimentality aside, however, Huitsing
came to Dordt and made an immediate
impact for the Dordt Blades. He scored 24
goals through his first two seasons, including
a team-leading 17 goals his sophomore year.
Then-coach Bill Elgersma was not
surprised. He understood that the avid
hockey culture in Canada often breeds
talented athletes.
“When he came in, I wasn’t that surprised
at his tenacity or dedication,” said Elgersma.
“Many north of the border have that attitude.”
“That is the drive and tenacity that Eric
brings to the team, and that is what he
demands of the players around him.”
Huitsing has a blue-collar attitude when
it comes to hockey, especially goal-scoring.
His no-nonsense approach comes from

something his father taught him.
‘Don’t fool around; just put it in,’ Huitsing
recalls his dad telling him.
That strategy worked brilliantly in one of
Huitsing’s finest moments.
It was the home finale of Huitsing’s junior
season, and the Blades were tied at two with
South Dakota State University in the final
period.
“I remember coming off the boards, and I
didn’t even look; I just whipped it at the net.
I didn’t see it go in,” said Huitsing. “I don’t
think I’ve ever been that excited about a goal.”
The Blades wound up winning the game
by a 5-4 score.
“I’ll remember that one for a long time,”
Huitsing said.
Throughout his career, Huitsing was
a leader on the ice and in the classroom.
Elgersma felt like this raised the bar for the
entire team.
“Eric is the kind of athlete that any Dordt
coach wants: a balance of academic and
athletic prowess,” said Elgersma. “Eric proves
hockey players can do both well… That
means no one gets a break on the team.”
Huitsing’s leadership was perhaps never
more valuable than in his senior campaign.
The Defenders underwent a coaching change
and entered just their second year in a
conference, the MACHA.
The senior was instrumental in keeping
his team focused.


Continued on page 2

The men’s volleyball club has already played two tournaments.
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Men’s volleyball begins
Lauren Bird - Staff Writer

This school year, a new club was
established at Dordt College. The men’s
volleyball club received approval from
Student Symposium to get started just
before Thanksgiving break.
Between Thanksgiving break and
Christmas break, three open gyms were
held to decide who would be in the club
and to see what the competition would
look like. The group has also participated
in two tournaments: one on Jan. 25th
in Lincoln, Neb., and one on Feb. 8th in

Duluth, Minn.
The club consists of 14 members and is
led by Eric Geels, Austin Lindemulder and
Marcus DeWeerd. They practice three times
per week and are sometimes joined by Tom
Vanden Bosch, former Dordt volleyball
coach, who gives them pointers.
“It’s great to have his experience,” said
Lindemulder. “We try to take this pretty
seriously with no messing around, but we still
have fun. It’s a higher level of competition
than intramurals.”
Many of the men involved in this club
played volleyball before coming to Dordt.
Continued on page 3
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Film challenge complete
Eric Rowe - Staff Writer

The 2014 Prairie Grass Film Challenge,
in which contestants write a script, film,
produce and edit an original short movie in
only 48 hours, will culminate in the awards
gala at the B.J. Haan auditorium at 8 p.m. on
Feb. 21.
To begin the event, free screenings of the
films start at 5:30 p.m. in various locations in
the campus center and classroom building.
The awards ceremony will follow.
“We’re hoping for a good community
turnout,” Digital Media professor and film
challenge organizer Mark Volkers said.
The organizers of the Prairie Grass Film
Challenge have enjoyed preparing the awards
gala in the past, but this year they brought in
technical theatre major Jessica McCarty as
the show producer.
The idea of having a producer is to relieve
the pressure and let the organizing committee
focus on the awards and big picture of
the competition, rather than the details of
organizing a stage production.
McCarty is in control of the look of the
stage as well as coordinating the technical
equipment needed. The awards gala will
integrate multiple screens and video clips.
“Even I am not sure how it’s supposed to
look yet,” Volkers said.
McCarty is preparing the script and the
video interludes.
“Megan Kaiser is helping with a lot of the
film editing and clip montages,” McCarty
said. “We’ve got some surprises.”
As in the past, Professor Volkers will be
the emcee for the evening.
“Since he’s been here since the inception
of Prairie Grass,” McCarty said, “we thought
that he should continue doing it.”
As in the past, The Prairie Grass Film

Challenge will give awards for the best film in
each age category: high school, college, and
post-college. This year, there is also an overall
best of show award: the “Dordty Award.” The
people’s choice winner will be determined
after a 10-day voting period following the
awards ceremony.
Senior Mark Dadisman has been involved
with a film challenge team for the last four
years. Dadisman started with a cameo his
freshman year. After his scene, he hung
around and helped out with production.
This year is the first time he is a part of the
production team.
“I am looking forward to watching ours
along with everyone else’s,” Dadisman said of
the films.
Prairie Grass Film Productions is Dordt
College’s production company. Its purpose
is to provide the opportunity for students to
work for real clients and to be able to put a
real production company on their résumés.
“We operate it under the roof of Dordt
College,” Volkers said, “but it’s one foot in,
one foot out.”
Along with the film challenge, Prairie
Grass Productions has attempted to
host a snow derby with a snow sculpture
competition, but they have never had the
volume of snow required.
“If we suddenly started getting snow, we’d
love to resurrect it,” Volkers said. “We’d love to
have an event for every weekend in February.”
This desire to inspire students during one
of the coldest and bleakest months of the
year has been the driving force for the now
traditional film challenge. The Prairie Grass
Film Challenge has become something to
look forward to every year.
“I love Prairie Grass,” said freshman Kyle
Fosse. “You can quote me on that.”

Huitsing will miss team
Continued from page 1

“Somebody has to say, ‘Alright, guys, look.
This is the talent we have. Let’s go out there
and play how we can play. Whatever happens,
happens. Don’t worry about the other
team. They’ve got enough to worry about
themselves. Just play your game, and you’ll
never know what happens,’” Huitsing said.
First-year coach John Langeraap said
having a dynamic athlete like Huitsing made
his transition easier.
“Being my first year as head coach, I
appreciate everything Eric brings to the team
on the ice, in the locker room and in the

Dordt community,” said Langeraap.
Huitsing concluded his Dordt playing
career with 42 goals and 28 assists. Though
his time with the Blades is over, Huitsing says
still he has a desire to play some more hockey.
But he will forever miss the long hours at
the rink with his teammates.
“That amount of time and effort and pain
and everything we go through together –
that’s something that’s stronger than being a
member of the hockey team,” said Huitsing.
“The camaraderie between the guys is
awesome.”


Eric Huitsing concluded his hockey career with 42 goals and 28 assists.
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The Prairie Grass Film Challenge awards best film, the “Dordty
Award” and people’s choice.
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It’s not too late to plan
for Spring Break
Lauren Kleyer - Staff Writer

It’s that time of year when students
are looking forward to the spring break
plans that they have made, or quickly
throwing together last-minute plans that
they can still accomplish. If you’re one
of those last minute people, don’t worry!
We can help.
When asked what her plans were,
assistant professor of Psychology,
Luralyn Helming said, “According to the
Zircon, I will be in NYC advancing my
modeling career.”
While that may not be on the top of
your list of things to do, there are plenty
of options to keep you busy during
spring break. It is more than likely that
most of you would love to go to Florida
or Panama City for spring break, but like
most college students, you’re probably on
a budget.
A good option is to find a friend or
roommate who is going home for spring
break, and ask if you can tag along.
There are quite a few students who have
had a wonderful time getting to know
the family of a close friend, especially
if your own home and family are not
close enough to go to (plus it’s awesome
if your friend lives somewhere cool, like
Chicago).
Another option would be PLIA. If
you’re not already signed up for this
year’s trip, make sure you put it on your
calendar for next year!
“Every year I dread spring break,”
said Chris Bylsma, a senior Agriculture:
Missions major. “I can’t stand being
around people, but going on PLIA is a
cheap way to go somewhere and see stuff.
I’ve done it all four years now...I have to
meet all these weirdos that I have never
met before and they all start talking to
me and trying to get to know me and

have pillow talk… And then we have to
spend like 12 hours in a stupid van listening
to stupid music like Taylor Swift.”
He goes on to note that he was being
sarcastic, saying, “I absolutely love PLIA and
all the trips I have taken. It really is the best
way to spend your spring break. PLIA FO
LYF, BABY,” adding that he actually has a
crush on Taylor Swift.
Chris would love to talk to you about his
PLIA experiences if you need convincing or
more information.
Charles
Veenstra,
Communications
professor, suggests that you get caught up on
your homework. While this might not be on
the top of the list for anybody, it also might
not be the worst idea for some students. It
would save you money that you don’t have,
and it might help you increase your GPA,
plus it will be easier to focus without all the
distractions of a social life.
Another option for budget-conscious
college students would be to find somewhere
to take a day trip. Around northwest Iowa,
there are quite a few options. One of the
more favored options seems to be the Mall
of America. It is only about a four-hour
drive one way, it’s fairly easy to get up early
and road trip it with some friends or family
members. The mall has countless stores to
meander through, plus an amusement park
in the center. Pretty cool, right?
If you’re easy to please, staying home
and relaxing might be a good option for
you. “Sleeping in, reading fun books, [and]
hanging out with friends and family,” is Dr.
Helming’s idea of a dream vacation. Plus,
your mom would probably love to help you
get caught up on your laundry. If you need
further advice on spring break planning, Brett
Rozenboom, junior Accounting major, says,
“Whatever you’re doing, don’t get caught.” So
as you plan for the break, or look forward to
already-made plans, remember to stay safe
and have fun.
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Cultural fair provides opportunity to share culture
Narayan Núñez Blandón - Staff Writer

The cultural engagement club, Students
Without Borders (SWB), is preparing for
their annual cultural fair and fashion show.
A large number of international students,
as well as national students, have started
planning the event that will take place on the
evening of Feb. 22 in the Campus Center. They
are already putting up posters on campus and
are in the process of deciding what foods to
prepare and what demonstrations to hold.
Student Symposium’s officer of the press,
Reuben Van Gaalen, says that he is excited for
the cultural fair and the fashion show.
“The (event) is always a big, exciting day,”
said Van Gaalen. “It’s a chance to learn about
your friends and about where they come
from. You really see their excitement about
sharing their home.”
Van Gaalen’s favorite event was the
chopstick challenge, in which visitors to the
fair had to pick up M&M’s from one bowl and
place them in another using only chopsticks.
At the cultural fair, students and visitors
are welcome to stop by the different country
stations. Each country station will have a
poster, a student who is either native to or
has lived in that country for a long time, and
perhaps a game originally from that country
or a small sample of traditional food.
This year more than 20 countries will be
represented through posters, performances
or cuisine samples. Among the different

foods, there will be a variety of dishes from
Latin America, Africa and Asia. The students
in charge of the foods are excited about
sharing the different tastes and spices of their
traditional foods.
Winnie Obiero, a sophomore from Kenya,
believes that the Cultural Fair is a significant
event at Dordt College.
“The cultural fair is important because it
provides an opportunity for the international
students to showcase a part of their culture
and talents,” Obiero said. “(This event) is also
informative because (anyone) will be able to
learn something new about another country
and not forgetting the opportunity to enjoy
international cuisines.”
Coordinator of international students
Linda Schroedermeier says she likes the
cultural fair and the fashion show because the
students demonstrate a little about themselves
to others.
“I get excited to see people in their
element, in their clothes; sharing color and
(sharing food),” said Schroedermeier.
Students Without Borders is a cultural
engagement club open for any student to
join. It currently seeks to provide every
Dordt College student with global cultural
engagement opportunities through different
activities, including international fashion
shows, cultural fairs, movies and dialogue.

More than 20 countries will be represented at the cultural fair.
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Men’s volleyball club
Continued from page 1

Geels, an RA at Dordt, realized the potential a
volleyball club might have.
“I grew up around volleyball but I’ve never
really gotten to play,” said Geels. “Marcus
DeWeerd was the one who really pushed for
a club to get started. I’ve gotten to know a lot
of guys by being an RA and I knew we would
have enough guys to have a club.”
While Geels says it’s too late for others to
join at this point in the season, he says that
tryouts may take place in the fall.
“We also hope to host a tournament here

in March,” said Geels. “Hopefully we can play
another school, like Morningside.”
Dordt students had the opportunity
to support the team by going to a tip night
held at Pizza Ranch on Feb. 10th. The club
received 10% of the commission made from
sales, plus any tips.
“The money made will help fund our
tournaments and traveling costs,” said
Lindemulder.
Further support of the team is encouraged
and appreciated.

Caleb Vanderhill, Jordan Schelling, Mike Deelstra and Tyler
Couperus take the psych matchmaking test.
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Students find true love
Haley Mulder - Staff Writer

The day is approaching. The day where
you let that special someone know just
how much you love them.
Or the day when you lock yourself
in your dorm, watch Netflix, and drown
yourself in food.
Valentine’s Day.
But single folk do not fear, Dordt’s
psych club may have a solution: The
Matchmaking Test.
How clean is your bedroom? Cleaner
than an operating room? Or does it take
about ten minutes to find your bed?
Which way do you prefer your
marshmallows? Golden brown or fresh
out of the bag?
These are just some of the important
life questions found in the Dordt psych
club’s matchmaking test. On Feb. 4, psych
club members set up a table in the Grille
at 8 p.m. and 55th at 10 p.m. for their
latest ingenious idea.
“The idea for the Match-Maker
event started when we were looking
into fund-raising opportunities,” psych
club president Kristen Raygor said. “We
wanted to raise money for our other
events such as outings and potlucks. We
thought Dordt students would get a kick
out of it!”
Students of any year could stop by and
pick up a test for free. They filled out their
answers on the pink and purple sheets
filled with promise, and were told to come

back Feb. 13 to receive their results for
just two dollars.
“We do not calculate the results
ourselves, but we send them back to
the company and they calculate them,”
Raygor said.
Dordt’s psych club is a group of
psychology majors and minors that hosts
events throughout the year. Some events
are educational, and some are just for fun.
“The whole idea of dating at Dordt is
kind of the elephant in the room,” Raygor
said. “Our intention was to play that up
and just have fun with it.”
Included in the matchmaking results
are your top ten matches and your bottom
ten matches Overall, 270 students filled
out the test.
“While it is kind of a cutesy, cheesy
event, some students have viewed it as
adding on to the relational pressure that
Dordt students face, but it’s not meant to
come across that way,” Raygor said.
“I took this thing to find my true love,”
sophomore Anya Kalsbeek said. “I hope
that my matches are all a good fit for me
and that I can find my prince!”
So if you are celebrating singles’
awareness day this year, rest assured
knowing that the psych club has a little
something up their sleeve just for you.
“I hope students are able to embrace
the spirit of Valentine’s Day whether
celebrating it with their friends, family or
significant other!” Raygor said.
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Talent Extravaganza: Quality entertainment
year hosting, these are the best talents I’ve
seen so far,” said Kok. “It was incredibly hard
On Feb. 6 after a night of auditions and
to choose which ones get in and which ones
deliberation, one of the final pieces in the
don’t.”
puzzle that is TX was put into place: the list
Byma and Kok were very happy with all
of performing acts and
of the auditions and
competitors.
TX Acts to Perform:
offered an apology to
TX,
or
Talent
all the acts that had to
Extravaganza,
is
an
How To Get A Girlfriend be cut from the show.
annual
talent
show
“There were so
The Great Jacobi
and contest on Dordt’s
many
that were cut that
Taggin’
campus. It showcases
just deserved to be in
Hayley Sue Dahl
special student talents
the show,” said Kok.
FGS
and abilities, including
“If it was up to me, we
Baguio Brothers
singing,
dancing,
would have 16 acts in
various
instrumental
Bottle Dance
the show; they were
performances and a wide
One-Woman Disney Show that hard to cut.”
variety of other nonByma and Kok have
Poi
musical talents. The show
also been preparing
will take place in the BJ
their own special
Haan Auditorium on
addition to the show. Without uncovering
Saturday, Feb. 15 and will be hosted by senior
too much of their plan, Byma promised great
Jory Kok and junior Jake Byma.
comedy and unpredictability.
This year, 19 different acts auditioned for
“Expect the unexpected,” said Byma.
a spot in the talent show and the chance to
“Because if you were expecting what we were
compete for cash prizes. Awards include $500
going to do, it wouldn’t be funny.”
for first place, $300 for second and $100 for
The hosts having been perfecting their
third. According to Jory Kok, the competition
segments for quite some time, and promised
during auditions was fierce.
quality entertainment for those who come
“In my opinion, and this being my third
Jeremy Vreeken - Staff Writer

Harry Lee, David Lee and Brian Oh audition for TX.

out to attend TX. Kok mentioned that though
he has hosted before, he is still excited and
striving for excellence.
“Being a three-time host, you get a lot of
people saying, ‘Oh we’re sick of you, get off
the stage, boo!’” said Kok. “But I mean, I don’t
care, I’m doing it for the people.”
On top of all of the great acts, Byma
promised a little something special for those
who choose TX over other Saturday night
activities.
“Umm, we’re probably going to have the
sexiest hosts we’ve ever had,” said Byma.
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Both Byma and Kok agreed that this is an
event that is not to be missed by any member
of the student body. While acknowledging the
quality of other campus events, the hosts were
confident that theirs can hold its own.
“I think it’s going to be the best campus
event that’s ever happened,” said Kok.
Byma and Kok also strongly urged the
entire Dordt student body to come out and
support their friends and enjoy the night.
“Get your adult diapers ready Dordt
College, you’re going to crap your pants,” said
Byma.

Seniors struggle to
maintain focus
Rachel Mulder - Staff Writer

This photo of Brett Katte wasn’t even posed. He was already sitting in a
Snuggie watching Sherlock and eating popcorn.
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Beekeeping course now being offered!
A beekeeping course for beginners will be offered starting Thursday, February 20, at
the Dordt College Agriculture Stewardship Center. The course, taught by Dordt College Professor of Agriculture Dr. Duane Bajema, will cover the basics of beekeeping by
providing comprehensive information and hands-on experience to help students start,
maintain, and care for a honey bee colony.
Whether those interested have no experience or a few years as an apiarist (beekeeper)
under their belts, they will gain valuable insights from the course. Topics will include bee
biology, basic beekeeping equipment, hives, beginning beekeeping, management, honey
and beeswax, and more.
Additional information will be provided at the first meeting. Registration is required
by February 17, by calling Dr. Bajema at (712) 441-0784. Feel free to call with any questions.

Senioritis isn’t just for high school
seniors; many Dordt seniors find
themselves becoming infected with
the plague at this point in their college
career.
“Senioritis has infected me like mold
on an old piece of cheese,” said senior
Agricultural Missions major Chris
Bylsma. “It’s so hard to think about
school when there are much bigger and
better things to do after graduation.”
With graduation just three months
away, seniors are having a hard time
focusing on homework and instead,
spend time searching for jobs and
dreaming about the future.
Environmental science major Leah
Werkhoven agreed with Bylsma that
focus is hard to come by.
“I constantly daydream in class about
the future and job applications I must
complete,” she said. “Writing a paper for
class just seems far less important than
figuring out what to do with the slip of
paper we will be getting in May. Time is
flying by way too fast.”
Bylsma daydreams about other
aspects of his future as well.
“I would rather fantasize about my
future wife than look at depreciation

values in farm management and
accounting,” he said. “I mean, would
you rather daydream about your dream
lady cooking cheese potatoes for you in
jeans and a flannel shirt? Or would you
rather look at how an old pickup truck
ages? Yup, that is what I thought.”
Many other seniors seem to agree
with Bylsma’s perspective and have
already gotten married or have plans to
be married this upcoming summer.
“I am definitely more relaxed about
my school work this year than I was
the past three years. I got married over
break and my priority now is to spend
time with my husband in the evening so
I only do homework in the afternoon,”
said Amy Lourens, senior Business
Administration major.
In an online U.S. News and World
Report article entitled “5 Tips to Battle
College Senioritis,” Laura McMullen
suggests five ways college seniors can
potentially avoid senioritis.
Her tips include taking care of
yourself, staying organized, getting
motivated, being realistic about grades
and jobs, and last, visit the career center.
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Lee’s
Advice

We’re back...
It’s weird...

Jeremy Vreeken - Columnist

Sam Verhulst - Columnist

Lee Ver Burg - Columnist

Darin Lammers/Kyle Dykema - Columnists

On Jan. 31, like a good Canadian, I went
to the final Dordt Blades hockey game. We
didn’t win, but the team played hard to finish
out the season. When I arrived in the arena,
it was good to see so many supportive fans in
the crowd. It was also good to see so many
of my fellow Canadian students enjoying our
national sport in another country. All that
was missing from that little taste of home was
Tim Hortons coffee in the hands of the spectators.
Over the speaker, someone said it was
time to stand for the national anthems.
Now, the fact that the Canadian anthem
gets played at hockey games is a very good
thing. Many of the players on our team, and
on other teams I’m sure, are Canadian; it’s
only proper to represent the players.
However, it is also important to represent
them well.
The Canadian anthem was played first,
which in itself was very generous. The American anthem was, as can be expected, very
loud, boisterous, patriotic and beautifully
played; in comparison, the Canadian anthem
sounded terrible. It was quiet, poor quality and the version that was played sounded
like it was played by a conductor-less middle
school band. (No disrespect to middle school
bands. I was in one; we were terrible.)
As a Canadian, I am very proud of my
country and when I hear my anthem played,
I want it to be played well, and loudly. I want
it to sound great, to be taken seriously and
to give a proud representation of the country it comes from. The anthem played at this
game did not make me feel proud of my Canadian citizenship. I was a little offended that
our anthem should take such a back seat to
the American anthem, especially when representing a team (and a school) with such a
great percentage of Canadian players.
Now, matbe I am over thinking this or
overreacting, but I know for a fact that if the
American anthem had been played in such a
pathetic manner and the Canadian anthem
sounded disproportionally awesome, Americans would never stand for it. Many people
would complain and change would be immediate. Why the double standard?
As Canadians living in this country, we are
already the subjects of jokes and ignorance. I
can take the igloo and polar bear jokes, the
fact that hardly anyone could locate Saskatoon on a map, and even the jokes about our
Thanksgiving holiday not having a point, but
our national song? Is nothing sacred? At least
afford our anthem the respect it deserves; a
small gesture, but it’s the thought that counts.
I am not here to point fingers at anyone,
or play the blame game. I just know that my
national pride came away from that game a
bit bruised, and I wasn’t even playing. If we
Canadians have to be deafened by the “Land
of the free and the home of the brave,” at least
let us be able to hear our own song as well.
O Canada, True North Strong and Free!

My original plan for this column was to
present my ideas on how to improve workstudy jobs. Some people obviously work hard
to earn their $7.50, while others do very little
and receive the same pay. I have heard rumors
of some students receiving increased pay for
their work, while those providing important
services for Dordt receive far below market
rates. These inconsistencies make me upset.
However, after learning more about
on-campus employment, my stance has
changed. Instead of complaining about problems, I would like to explain how the system
works.
On-campus employment is divided into
two sections: workstudy and institutional
work. Both types of work are connected with
financial aid, but workstudy receives a portion of their funding from the government,
while institutional jobs are paid for entirely
by Dordt. These institutional jobs are especially important because they allow for all
non-U.S. students to have an on-campus job.
Dordt has made a large commitment to
on-campus employment. Student employment coordinator Nancy Kingma said student employment now uses “more Dordt than
federal money.” Dordt would probably love to
give raises, but that is money coming straight
out of the Dordt budget. As part of financial
aid, the government does provide some of the
funds for workstudy. However, this is a lump
fund, so the more students Dordt employs,
the more money comes from Dordt’s pocket.
To make matters more complicated, Kingma added, “The government money has
not been increased for awhile.” Despite this,
Dordt employs about 750 students on-campus.
Dordt students currently receive $7.50
per hour for their services, 25 cents above
the minimum wage. It is easy to say that
many of the jobs on campus deserve higher
pay. However, when you realize that a raise
would come straight from the Dordt budget,
adversely affecting tuition or other services, it
becomes harder to justify. In order for Dordt
to employ a large number of students, while
keeping tuition reasonable, wages remain
fairly low. Some people are lucky enough to
receive an easy job, while others are forced to
work harder. It’s not fair, but it is acceptable.
The one thing that remains a problem is
wage discrepancy. If some jobs are paid more
than $7.50 an hour, it signifies that payment
is somehow connected to the value created by
that job. This may work in a true economy,
but in a controlled environment with limited
resources such as Dordt, it cannot work. How
is it justified if team managers are paid more
than teacher assistants? Is one providing a
more valuable service to Dordt?
Dordt does a great job providing its students with on-campus work opportunities.
Yes, it would be nice if wages were higher, but
sadly that is the way they need to be: low and
uniform.

Today’s column features the most powerful person in the world. And despite a recent
movement towards feminism, the most powerful person in the world is not Oprah. The
most powerful person is Barack Obama.
I have been a part of this campus community for 2.5 years now, and especially among
the student body Barack Obama seems to be
the most popular villain. The question this
article will focuses on is this: is this belief
warranted? Is Barack Obama really a crazy,
bloodthirsty villain?
Barack Hussein Obama was born in Honolulu, Hawaii, in 1961 to a white mother
and a black father. He was born into a poor,
bi-racial family. His parents then divorced
a few years later, leaving Barack in the sole
care of his young mother. Then to mix things
up, Barack’s mother married an Indonesian
man who was studying geography in Honolulu. Eventually this man, Barack’s stepfather,
moved back to his native Indonesia. So to try
and keep the family together, Barack and his
mother moved to Indonesia, living first in a
poor sub-district of Tebet (a large town in Indonesia), and then moving to a more affluent
district. Finally, Barack was fed up with this,
and he moved back to Hawaii to live with his
grandparents. He stayed in Hawaii until after
high school, then attended Occidental College, a small, private liberal arts college much
like Dordt.
At age 21, Barack’s biological father died
in a car crash. At age 33, his mother died from
ovarian cancer. The first time Barack ran for
state senate, he was beat by a margin of 2 to 1,
enough to make most men quit.
So how are we supposed to interpret all
this? It’s not the typical upbringing of American presidents. He wasn’t given a rich, preppy
education to prepare him for greatness or to
mold him into a future politician. He wasn’t
born with a silver spoon in his mouth, or
wiped with dollar bills as a child. Statistically, he wasn’t born into the type of family that
promoted success. In his younger years, he
had much better access to joints and cocaine
powder (which he utilized) than he did to
church picnics or family dinners. In the popular words of that Drake song, Obama truly
“started from the bottom” and reached higher
than anyone with his upbringing is supposed
to reach.
In conclusion, I don’t care if you like
Obama or not. But next time you see him on
TV giving some political speech on his health
care bill that doesn’t work or his immigration
policy that’s underfunded, give him just 10
seconds of admiration (while quietly humming that Drake song). And if that moment
of peace and fixation does nothing for you, so
be it.
So, my initial question asked if Barack
Obama’s current villain status on this campus
is warranted. Through this article, I have discovered that the answer to that question is

Darin: It’s sort of cramped in this bathroom.
I’m really squished in this corner.
Kyle: Well, we sort of wrote ourselves into
this corner.
Darin: Yeah, but we didn’t have to go through
with it.
Kyle: BUT THE FANS EXPECT IT!
Darin: Kyle, I don’t think we have fans.
Kyle: YOU CAN’T PROVE THAT.
Darin: Well, I’m sort of uncomfortable being
in here, so flush this, let’s get out.
Kyle: Fine...

Continued on page 8

Kyle and Darin sneak out of KP22 satisfyingly.

Darin: They’ll never know we were here.
Kyle: Except when they read this article.
Darin: Wait, erase that last line I said!
Kyle: Darin. This is live. There are no takebacks.
Darin: Weird.
Kyle: Okay. So we need a subject. We can’t
just screw around the whole time.
Darin: Fine. You know what I want to talk
about?
Kyle: I got it. Corn. Iowans love it.
Darin: No, silly boy. Danny boy. Little boy.
What I want to talk about is Super Bowl commercials. Specifically something I noticed
about them.
Kyle: Cool, sounds good to me. What did you
notice?
Darin: Honestly I don’t remember too many
of them, although the most memorable one
was a local commercial for ‘Combined Pool
and Spa’... (it’s hilarious, if you haven’t seen it,
look it up online). I just didn’t see much originality and diversity in the commercials this
year. I usually look forward to them during
the Super Bowl, but I wasn’t really impressed.
Some commercials were obviously trying to
be funny or memorable with cute animals, celebrities, or catchy songs... but it seemed very
shallow to me and very formulaic.
Kyle: Yeah. Every year the commercials matter less to me. There might be one or two that
I can applaud for creativity, but in the end
they’re just trying to sell me something, and
it’s hard to get past that. This year there was
certainly a formula when it came to a few car
commercials. Step 1: Shoot a bunch of beautiful footage. Step 2: Write a vague but sort of
powerful monologue. Step 3: Get a cool voice
to read it over the beautiful footage. It got old.
Darin: Yup. Well, that’s enough “serious” content to fill up this column, don’t you think?
Kyle: Feels about right to me.
Darin: Now we exit on a few more laughs.
Like always.
Kyle: Stop giving away our formula! They’ll
know we have no creativity!
Darin: Whoops! Uh...what do I do?
Kyle: Quick, distract them!
Darin: Uh, hey! Look out behind you! It’s Caleb Vanderhill!
Caleb: Hey guys.
Kyle and Darin: AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!
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Bierma heading to
nationals in 1,000 meter
Sam Ekstrom - Staff Writer

Tim Bierma set a goal after his freshman
year of track: he was going to qualify for
nationals during his college career.
On Jan. 24, that goal was attained in the
1,000 meter run at the Nebraska Wesleyan
Invite.
“I was kind of in shock for a while,”
said Bierma about his first-ever individual
qualification.
The senior ran a 2 minute, 31.06 second
race to win the event, less than three-tenths of
a second within the requisite time of 2:31.35.
Bierma, a Sioux Center native, knew it
was going to be close when he began his final
200-meter lap close to 2:01.
“At that point I was like, ‘I’ve got to go if I
want to try and qualify,’ said Bierma. “People
said I had a visible surge with 200 to go.”
With the time clock sitting directly at the
finish line, Bierma pushed through the pain
for the final 50 meters to earn his spot at the
national indoor meet.
“Going into that home stretch, you get
that burning feeling of going all out – you
can’t go any faster – and I could see the clock
kind of ticking in slow motion as I went down
the home stretch,” Bierma said.
Bierma’s qualification earns him a seat
on the bus to Geneva, Ohio for the March
6-8 event. His accomplishment comes as no
surprise to his coaches Craig Heynen and
Greg Van Dyke.

“Tim has a great work ethic and attitude,”
said Heynen, who believed Bierma’s
qualifying run was the best race of his career.
“He comes to practice every day ready to
work and gets after the workouts.”
Van Dyke, who also serves as Bierma’s
cross-country coach, admires his humility as
a teammate.
“Tim is a selfless individual, and he gets
just as excited about a teammate’s great
performance as he does about his own,” said
Van Dyke. “Tim’s enthusiasm is going to be
missed next year.”
Bierma’s level of commitment may be what
sets him apart. In his four years at Dordt,
Bierma has run year-round, only taking three
week-long breaks per year.
While the day-to-day grind of training can
be taxing, it has paid off for Bierma, 22, who
feels like he is in the best shape of his career.
“Each season kind of keeps on building on
that base, so this year I was able to handle a
lot higher intensity, higher volume training,
and it is definitely paying dividends,” Bierma
said.
Heynen sees the same improvement in
Bierma’s practice sessions.
“It is sort of a strange phenomenon, but
the really good middle-distance athletes
like [Bierma] really start to like the intense
workouts, and I can tell Tim does, too,”
Heynen said.
Remarkably, Bierma followed up his
1,000-meter victory with another first-place

Tim Bierma ran the 1,000 meter in a 2 minute, 31.06 second race.

finish at the Dennis Young Invite in Storm
Lake, Iowa. Bierma won the 1,600-meter
run in a time of 4:19.95, just two-tenths of a
second shy of a school record.
While Bierma still hopes to help his squad
qualify in the 4 x 800 relay, the 1,000 and
1,600-meter qualifications are the climax
of an arduous – yet rewarding – four-year
process.
“I’ve seen the value of persistence and
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the importance of putting in that offseason
work,” Bierma said.
Once Bierma runs his final collegiate race
in May, one might expect him to take a hiatus
from running. Maybe eat junk food for a
while and take some time to be lazy.
Not the case.
“Hopefully, I’ll keep on running,” said
Bierma. “I’d like to run a marathon next fall.”

Women’s basketball
fighting for final spot in
GPAC tournament
Christian Zylstra- Staff Writer

The women’s basketball team is positioned at 5-11 in conference.
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The Dordt College Defenders women’s
basketball team has had a season full of upsand-downs, highs and lows, good wins and
bad losses.
But even with such a roller-coaster season,
all is not lost. The Defender women are in the
thick of a tight race for the eighth and final
spot in the GPAC Tournament coming up on
Feb. 26.
So how did Dordt College end up here? An
early season victory over no. 17 Grandview
really set the tone for the season. Then, on a
trip to the West Coast, Dordt played very well
against an outstanding San Diego Christian
squad, defeating them 71-61. A schoolrecord 115 points against Nebraska Wesleyan
certainly increased morale, and all of this was
capped off last week by possibly the most
exciting moment of the season, a last-second
victory over then-ranked Dakota Wesleyan.
“That Dakota Wesleyan win will really
help us out a lot coming down the stretch,”
said Dordt College women’s basketball coach
Craig Stiemsma.
With only a couple games left on the
schedule, Dordt will have to play its best
basketball of the season to beat out Doane
and Briar Cliff to garner one of the final spots
in the conference tournament.
“Every single game we play is really
important,” Stiemsma said. “With only a few
games left, every win and loss is magnified.
Our postseason basically begins now.”
But wanting to get into the GPAC
Tournament is not enough on its own. With a
team featuring six seniors, the goal is so much
more than simply qualifying.

“Our goal with these seniors would be to
win it,” Stiemsma said. “The competition is
tremendous, but we have the potential to beat
any team. We want to win every game; we just
have to fight, scrap and compete as hard as
we can.”
With everything this senior core has had
to go through, playing with heart will be not
be a problem.
“All of our seniors have shown tremendous
leadership this year,” Stiemsma said. “All of
them have filled in different roles throughout
the season. Four of them missed significant
time from volleyball injuries, and they all
have just fought, worked hard and shown
some real attitude, effort and toughness for
our team.”
While four seniors have missed significant
time, there is the potential to have all seniors
back some time before the end of this season.
“Elise Maresh, our leading scorer, has
been out since Christmas,” Stiemsma said.
“Danelle Boone has a concussion right now.
With concussions, it’s tricky because you’re
not sure when they’ll be cleared to play. They
all could be back, at least that’s what we hope
for, but that would be fun to watch and see.”
Through all the adversity, this Defender
squad has never quit and never given up.
Although the season has not been as steady
and consistent as the coach would like, it
certainly has been special.
Come on down to the DeWitt and cheer
on your Lady Defenders as they fight for the
final spot in the GPAC Tournament. Entering
play on Wednesday, Dordt was positioned at
5-11 in conference, just half a game behind
eighth-place Doane.
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Advanced Conducting
class offers lab choir
Lauren Bird - Staff Writer

In order for students to get more authentic
conducting experience, the Advanced
Conducting class, taught by Yurii Henriques,
has started a lab choir that will meet with a
number of volunteer singers each Wednesday
evening from 8:15 to 9:30.
“For the next couple months, the
Advanced Conducting class will get real,
live experience conducting a piece of choral
music with real, live people,” said Henriques.
“They will even have a mini-concert in April,
a goal for which to shoot for as they begin
their journey as conductors.”
Each of the students in the class has picked
out a piece of music and will spend the next
few months conducting this choir. Nathan
Walter, a sophomore in the class, looks
forward to the opportunities this experience
will give him.
“I think it’ll be a cool experience that
simulates real life,” said Walter. “We’ll be
working with people of various musical levels.
A lot of really good musicians have signed up,
but we encourage anyone to come.”
The lab choir offers a different way for the

students to learn about conducting.
“There’s some freedom in this,” said
Walter. “All of our learning in class so far has
been goal-oriented, but in this choir, we’ll be
able to apply what we’ve learned and decide
for ourselves what we want the choir to do
and sound like.”
This can also be a way for the singers in
the choir to learn as well. Sophomore Carina
Pols was one of the students who showed up
for rehearsal on Wednesday.
“It’s a smaller group than most choirs right
now,” said Pols. “So we have to learn to listen
to everyone else closer. It’s a way to gain more
musical understanding.”
The students in the Advanced Conducting
class aren’t all music majors, which also
makes for a diverse group of conductors.
“It’s a little weird being directed by fellow
students since they’re my peers,” said Pols,
“but it’s really neat because they all have their
own style of conducting and working through
the music. They’re all pretty professional, as
well.”
Even if the students aren’t planning to be a
conductor outside of their time at Dordt, this
experience can still be useful for them.

Ranita Badudu practices her conducting skills in lab choir.

“I see conducting as a definite possibility,
but I think it will even help with musicality in
general,” said Walter. “We will be placed in the
director’s shoes and will be able to see from
that point of view when we’re the musicians
in a musical group.”
The lab choir will continue to rehearse
Wednesday evenings from 8:15 to 9:30.
Everyone is encouraged to show up, no matter
what their musical background may be.
“You are welcome to come sing anytime,”
said Henriques. “It’s fun but also low key. We
need more singers!”

Opera described as ‘a pure delight’
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More singers in this choir means more
opportunity for the students to learn, as well.
“You might look at it as being more work
added to your load, but it isn’t really. It’s a lot
of fun,” said Pols.
The conducting students are eager to gain
a lot of experience and knowledge from this
choir.
“Don’t feel like because you missed the
first practice, you can’t come,” said Walter.
“Anyone can join!”

The Canon
The Canon is currently
looking for poetry, short
stories, creative nonfiction,
photography, graphic design
projects, journalistic features,
short scripts or screenplays-anything creative and wellcrafted. Limit submissions to
3,500 words.
Please direct questions and
submissions to Anna Visser
(nnvssr@dordt.edu) or Jeremy
Vreeken
(jrmyvrkn@dordt.
edu).
Submissions are due by
March 7.

Des Moines Metro Opera will perform The Elixer of Love on Feb. 18 in the B.J. Haan Auditorium.

Hannah DeVries - Staff Writer

Just in time for Valentines, the Des Moines
Metro Opera’s touring group OPERA Iowa is
presenting The Elixer of Love in the B.J. Haan
Auditorium Tuesday, Feb. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
The opera, Elixir of Love, is composed by
Gaetano Donizetti, one of the most prolific
opera composers, acclaimed for writing
about 70 works within a span of 25 years.
The story follows Nemorino, a peasant boy in
love with Adina, a wealthy but capricious girl
bored with the country life.
Adina denies Nemorino’s love and instead
flirts with Sergeant Balcore, going so far as
to accept his early proposal of marriage.
Nemorino despairs and goes in search of
anything to help him make Adina fall for him
instead. One fake doctor, a jealous peasant
girl, and a bottle of elixir later, and the drama

begins to unfold.
Music professor Benjamin Kornelis said
that The Elixer of Love is an accessible opera
because it is in English and has a strong
storyline.
“The performers are all pretty young, for
the most part,” he said. “And the music isn’t
anything out of the ordinary.”
“I’m really excited about it,” said senior
Rachel De Boer, a K-12 Education and Music:
Choral Music Education major. “I’m actually
considering a piece from the opera they will
be performing, so it will be neat to hear it live.
Dordt is lucky to have a group of this caliber
on campus!”
“This will be a chance to experience a
musical genre that isn’t often available here,
and I’m hoping that a lot of people from the
community will have the opportunity to come
and hear it,” said senior Leanna Bentz, a K-12
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Education and Music: Choral/Instrumental
Ed. major. “I hope to attend; I’m not terribly
familiar with the genre, but I think that it will
be interesting to see.”
Along with being accessible, Kornelis
also noted that this performance brings
an excellent opportunity for students to
experience opera.
“We have a lot of students who study voice
at Dordt, but we don’t have an active opera
program,” Kornelis said. “This is a good
opportunity for them to see opera in action,
and to bring that genre of music out into the
community.”
The opera evokes the charm of the Italian
countryside with music described by the Des
Moines Metro Opera as “a pure delight.” One
piece, “Una furtive lagrima,” is called “the
most famous moment in the opera and one of
the best-loved of all operatic arias.”

Songwriting Competition
A songwriting competition
is coming up and will be at the
end of April.
More information will be
provided at a later date. Direct
all questions to Jon De Groot.
OPERA Iowa has performed in nine
different states throughout the Midwest. The
group has traveled to Japan and China, and
has gone onstage before more than 700,000
students and adults. OPERA Iowa is an
Education Division program of Des Moines
Metro Opera, located in Indianola, Iowa.
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Movie review:
Valentine’s Day
Megan Kaiser - Staff Writer

Two Words: Valentine’s Day
I don’t want to cop out and write about
Valentine’s Day, but I’m going to cop out and
rant about Valentine’s Day. You think I’m
about to go on some sort of spiel we’ve all
heard a million times about the holiday, but
I do movie reviews remember? So I am here
to remind you of that awful movie that came
out my sophomore year of high school that
almost every Valentine’s Day fanatic raved
about for a solid two weeks before and after
it was released. Yes, I could have driven five
blocks and seen a movie in theatres, but that
requires time and money, and this week I was
out of both. Don’t tell me how to live my life.
Let’s start with the major flaw of this film.
It’s titled Valentine’s Day. If you were to say
“Let’s go see Valentine’s Day!” in 2010, a
majority of human beings probably would
have been slightly confused, especially if you
weren’t aware of the movie. Potential replies
would have been as follows:
“How can I watch a holiday?”
“Valentine’s Day is next week.”
“I’m single and I hate you.”
They don’t stop there, but for your sake, I
will.
The second flaw is that the whole cast
consists of every single famous actor that is
worth more than everyone’s tuition combined.
Twenty big-name actors were shoved into this
film. Good thing the film accumulated more
than it’s budget, otherwise Warner Brothers
would have owed a lot of skrillaz to many
angry actors.
The third flaw is that the plot revolves
around all of these individuals struggling on
Valentine’s Day. We are aware of the struggle.
We don’t need a 124 minute movie to remind
us all of that.

The fourth flaw? Four words. Taylor Swift
and Taylor Lautner. T-Swizzle was probably
only in there because she threatened the
casting directors with the statement, “If you
don’t put me in this movie, I will write a song
about you.” And Lautner was probably only
in this film to get millions of teenage girls to
ogle at his 56 pack. Physically impossible? If
anyone could defy physical odds, it would be
the member of a wolf pack.
It’s not that I hate Valentine’s Day or that
I hate actors. It’s not even that I have this
deep burning hate for this film. Is it just
because it’s super cliché? Who knows? Who
cares? Valentine’s Day got more negative
reviews than positive anyways. I simply
hope that there was at least a small dose of
genuine-feeling put into the making of this
comedy rather than, “Let’s get every famous
actor so we can make big bucks.” That’s
where my problem would start, but I don’t
work for Warner Studios and I don’t know
Ashton Kutcher, so I don’t want to jump to
conclusions.
In conclusion, take Valentine’s Day with a
grain of salt. Cherish all of those you love, even
if they aren’t your “Valentine.” Remember in
grade school when it wasn’t simply all about
your crush? You gave candy and a card to
everyone. EVERYONE. Don’t be that kid that
didn’t make a valentine for that other student
in his class just because he smelled like week
old burritos. Don’t complain because you’re
single, and definitely don’t complain because
you’re taken.
There are worse things in life.
Like this movie.
#NoDisrespectToTaylorSwift
(The Kanye West tweet about Ben Affleck
anyone? No? Forget it.)

Contrary to popular disbelief, Flappy Bird enjoys a Starbucks Frappuccino in his down time when
he isn’t busy suffering head trauma from green pipes.
Meme created by Megan Kaiser

A brewing rivalry
Megan Kaiser - Staff Writer

Jolly Fish vs. Flappy Bird: A
brewing rivalry
Aggression.
Irritability.
Impatience.
Involuntary
swearing. This basically sums
up the night of a Flappy Bird
competitor.
It’s been all the hype for the
past two weeks. Twitter feeds
and Facebook are currently
filled with Flappy Bird. If you
are unaware of who Flappy
Bird is, he is the little yellow
bird that consists of 27 pixels
and, apparently, cannot think
of anything better to do than
dodge pipes in a Super Marioesque world.
Developed by Hanoi,
Flappy Bird was released to
the public in May 2013. If you
thought you were on top of
things, you’re almost a year
behind.
“Flappy Bird is one of the
most aggressive habit forming
games of the 21st century.
It literally drives you crazy,”
junior Reuben Van Gaalen
said.
As of last week, a Dordt
student who would prefer to

be known as “Drama Cop”
reached a high score of 119.
While that may all be
extremely fascinating, what
you may not be aware of is the
game Jolly Fish. Simply stated,
Jolly Fish is the equivalent
of Flappy Bird for Windows
phones. Word on the street is
that they are cousins. Jolly Fish
became a thing of the App
world on Feb. 2, 2014.
“Jolly Fish reveals the true
character of your inner self
that blossoms once your finger
touches the screen. Deep
down, everyone is aggressive,”
said Dylan Hoekstra, who
can’t get past five points on
Jolly Fish.
Incredibly, this game is
close to a year old, and it took
less than a week to become
all the hype. The big fear here
is how deeply individuals
immerse themselves into
these games. Remember that
your existence is appreciated,
so don’t spend all of your time
in your room trying to get to
56 on Flappy Bird. We can’t
appreciate your existence if
we never see you. One word.
Prioritize.

Flappy Bird:
Game Over
As of Feb. 10, the creator of
the popular game Flappy Bird,
Dong Nguyen, deleted the game
that was making $50,000 a day.
Although new players can
no longer download Flappy
Bird, those who have already
downloaded the game to their
devices can still play it.
People
who
have
downloaded the game but then
deleted it should be able to
download the game again by
accessing their purchase history
on either iTunes or Google Play.
According to USA Today,
hundreds of phones with Flappy
Bird installed have suddenly
appeared for sale on eBay at
prices up to $15,000.
Recent tweets from Nguyen
suggest that he struggled with
the newfound attention his
game was receiving. In a tweet
sent on Feb. 4, Nguyen asked for
“peace,” and said the press was
“overrating” the success of his
game.
“I can call Flappy Bird is a
success of mine,” wrote Nguyen
via Twitter on Feb. 8. “But it also
ruins my simple life. So now I
hate it.”
Flappy Bird also received
criticism for its resemblance
to the game Super Mario Bros;
however, Nguyen insists that the
game’s removal “is not anything
related to legal issue.”

Valentine’s Day features multiple big-name actors, including Taylor Swift and Taylor Lautner.

Lee’s Advice
continued from page 5

irrelevant. In this country you can
have whatever opinion you want,
so let’s not waste time arguing
about something inconclusive.
What you can’t argue is that his

rise to presidential (villain) status
was only a step away from miraculous and should impress even
the most unimpressed among us.
So if you hate the man, and none
of his policies or viewpoints do
it for you, his humble rise to the
American presidency, the most
powerful position in the world,
warrants some respect.

Flappy BIrd bears uncanny resemblance to Jolly FIsh.
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